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Once upon a time, there was 
an island where all the 
feelings lived: 
Happiness, Sadness, 
Knowledge, and all of the 
others including Love. 
One day it was announced to 
the feelings that the island 
would sink, so all repaired 
their boats and left. 
Love wanted to persevere 
until the last possible 
moment. When the island 
was almost sinking, Love 
decided to ask for help. 
Richness was passing by 
Love in a grand boat. 
Love said, "Richness, can 
you take me with you?" 
Richness answered, "No, I 
can't. 

The Story Of  Love...
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There is a lot of gold and 
silver in my boat. There is no 
place here for you." Love 
decided to ask Vanity who 
was also passing by in a 
beautiful vessel, "Vanity, 
please help me!" "I can't help 
you Love. You are all wet 
and might damage my boat." 
Vanity answered. Sadness 
was close by so Love asked 
for help, "Sadness, let me go 
with you." "Oh....Love, I am 
so sad that I need to be by 
myself!" Happiness passed 
by Love too, but she was so 
happy that she did not even 
hear when Love called her! 
Suddenly, there was a voice, 
"Come Love, I will take 
you." It was an elder. 

Love felt so blessed and 
overjoyed that he even forgot 
to ask the elder his name. 
When they arrived at dry land, 
the elder went his own way. 
Love realizing how much he 
owed the elder and asked 
Knowledge, another elder, 
"Who helped me?" "It was 
Time," Knowledge answered. 
"Time?" asked Love. "But 
why did Time help me?" 
Knowledge smiled with deep 
wisdom and answered,  
"Because, only 
Time is 
capable of 
understanding 
how great 
Love is." 

What Is Love?...
A feeling deep within,
its expression is in actions 
more than words.

Love is warm, comforting, 
happy and secure.

Love can make all your 
troubles seem to drift away.
Love can help bring joy and 
happiness to a person when 

needed most.
Love can be a thought; 
a dream; a hope; faith; 

And knowing that someone 
out there loves you for who 

you are.

Love is a hug; a kiss; 
a holding on.

Love is the comfort you feel 
when you know someone 

who truly cares.
Love is more than the word, 
it’s the actions, it’s the 
encouragement and hope 
that someone gives you to 

look ahead.
Love is kindness, 

understanding, listening, 
hearing, caring, and 
tenderness.

Love is something that is 
shown in actions, touching, 
and sharing with a person 
because they truly have it.
Love is shown, heard, and 
felt by the person receiving it.
Love is un-measurable, 
unchallengeable and only 
known by 
those who 
truly have it. 
But, most of 
all...
Love is 
everlasting.



The Perils of  Pauline...
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Roses are Red
Violets are Blue

We’ve Got 
Activities

Planned Just For You!

A  very BIG thank you 
to all those who 

completed their Activity 
Questionnaires in January. 
Your help and continued 
support is much 
appreciated. Your response 
will help me in planning 
your activities for the year 
to come.

February is a fabulous 
month at Martha’s 

Landing. We will escape 
those winter ‘blahs’ 
guaranteed with our many 
interesting and exciting 
programs and 
entertainment.

This month, “Put Your 
Heart” into

celebrating Valentine’s Day 
with our many interesting 
and lovable programs. 
Listen to Love Songs 
performed by our many 
talented entertainers this 
month. 

You’ll love our 
Valentines Day 

treat with entertainment 
by one of your favorite 
musicians, Margo, in the 
dining room during a 
special Valentine’s Day 
lunch at Martha’s.

Remember to check 
your calendar daily 

and take part in some of 
our many Heart Warming 
activities.

You’re Going To Love February...

Ground Hog 
Spectacular starring 

Marie Gogo and 
Christopher Moore on 
Thursday February 2nd at 
1:30pm

Concert of Love Songs 
with Gregory Cross on 

Friday February 10th at 
1:30pm

Valentine’s Lunch with 
Entertainment by 

Margo Jamieson on 
Tuesday February 14th at  
12:00 noon

Smile Theatre “Radio 
Show” on Monday 

February 20th at 7:00pm
Guests Welcome!

A taste of Torino on 
Tuesday February 
21st at 5:00pm. 

A treat from Italy dinner 
with wine and entertainment 
of Italian music played by Al 
on the Accordion.

Martha’s Annual 
Pancake Lunch on 

Tuesday February 28th at 
12:00pm ‘Pile on those 
Pancakes!’

Hungry Eyes
You're my candy kisses.
And my fuzzy teddy bear 

hugs
You're my warm heart tugs. 

You're the honey
In my "pot"

That takes the bitter away. 
You're the ice cream
And the sprinkles

You're the cherry on top. 
You're the butter
On my bread.

You're the peach preserves 
You're the best
Of everything.
You're the

 "cream-of-the-crop". 
Sweet like a sugar cube,
Tart like a lime.

Won't you be my valentine?



Resident’s Information For February...

A Taste Of  Torino, Home of  the 2006 Winter Olympics...

All Aboard - Welcome New Residents!

• Kathleen (Kay) Bossence, Suite 417 

• Marie-Louise Habgood, Suite 510

Residents  Birthday’s!

• Garry Hall, February 26th

Farewell, We’ll Miss You!

• Eileen Fox, Suite 305

• Adele Woodin, Suite 509
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Torino is a city that looks towards the future, confident of its historic legacy of material 
and cultural resources. The need to periodically reinvent itself has been Torino's fate, 
and perhaps at the root of its constantly renewed modernity. First an ancient Roman 
city, Torino was reborn with Emanuele Filiberto, who in 1563 made it the capital of the 
Duchy of Savoy. When it was raised to the rank of duchy, it was a town of 20,000 
inhabitants. Rapid development soon followed, leading to the founding of the 
university. In the second half of the 17th century, the architects Vitozzi and 
Castellamonte defined the urban lay-out, characterised by a very harmonious centre and 
broad, regular streets. Torino thus became Europe's first mainly Baroque capital. This 
cohesive fabric was the framework for Guarini and Juvarra's major works. Its urban 
appearance is still characterised by the continuity of houses along its streets and the 
uniform regularity of different period buildings. Even after the Baroque period, 
Torino continued its far-sighted expansion - today we might call it a "holistic vision". 
This is especially true for the expansions between 1700 and the early 1800s, which 
respected the image of the old city and repeated it in new districts. The capital of the 
Kingdom of Italy from 1861 to 1864, Torino's industrial development began in the 
second half of the 19th century. Industry was the key feature in the city's development 
throughout the 20th century. Today, Torino is a city with a thousand faces: a centre of 
finance and industry, international trade and a meeting point - but at the same time a city 
pleasant to live in and one with a unique and unmistakable atmosphere. Seen from the 
air, Torino shows all its rationality: straight roads crossing at right angles, long tree-lined 
avenues, great squares and luminous internal courtyards. But it also reveals the imposing 
presence of nature: four rivers, the hills, parks and gardens that make it one of the 
greenest cities in Europe.



DATE EVENT TIME COMMENT
Feb 2 Ground Hog Spectacular 1:30pm Starring Marie Gogo And 

Christopher Moore

Feb 6 Happy Hour And Entertainment 3:30pm Dan Clahane, Pianist Extraordinaire

Feb 12 The Piano Man 3:30pm Relax And Enjoy Your Favorite Piano 
Tunes With Tyler

Feb 14 Special Valentine’s Day Lunch And 
Entertainment

12:00pm Don’t Miss This Special Valentine’s 
Lunch and Music By Margo On The 
Keyboard

Feb 15 Sing Along With Lillian 7:00pm Join In For A Sing-Along With Lillian

Feb 16 Happy Hour And Entertainment 3:30pm Gary Smith On The Harmonica And 
Guitar

Feb 20 Smile Theatre 7:00pm Radio Show ‘Good Morning Cottage 
Country’

Feb 10 Concert Of Love Songs And Resident’s 
Birthday Celebration

1:30pm Entertainment By Singer Gregory 
Cross

Feb 21 Taste Of Torino And Entertainment 5:00pm Special Dinner To Salute The Winter 
Olympics And Entertainment By Al 
On The Accordion

Feb 24 Pub Night And Entertainment 7:00pm Sonny Sinclair On The Guitar

Feb 28 Praise Chorus 2:00pm Religious Music 

Feb 5 Pet Lover’s Visit 1:00pm Jayne, Our New Volunteer Will Bring 
Her Cat And Dog In For A Visit

‘Be My Valentine’ Musical Notes...
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The Winter Olympics..
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The Games resumed in 
1920 at Antwerp, Belgium, 
where figure skating 
returned and ice hockey 
was added as a medal event. 
Sweden's Gillis Grafstrom 
and Magda Julin took 
individual honors, while 
Ludovika and Walter 
Jakobsson were the top 
pair. In hockey, Canada 
won the gold medal with 
the United States second 
and Czechoslovakia third.
Despite the objections of 
Modern Olympics' founder 
Baron Pierre de Coubertin 
and the resistance of the 
Scandinavian countries, 
which had staged their own 
Nordic championships 
every four or five years 
from 1901-26 in Sweden, 
the International Olympic 
Committee sanctioned an 
“International Winter 
Sports Week” at Chamonix, 
France, in 1924. The 11-day 
event, which included 
nordic skiing, speed skating, 
figure skating, ice hockey 
and bobsledding, was a 
huge success and was 
retroactively called the first 
Olympic Winter Games.
Seventy years after those 
first cold weather Games, 
the 17th edition of the 
Winter Olympics took place 
in Lillehammer, Norway, in 
1994. The event ended the 
four-year Olympic cycle of 
staging both Winter and 
Summer Games in the same 
year and began a new 
schedule that calls for the 
two Games to alternate 
every two years.

The Winter Olympics draw 
the world together as we 
watch for the sweetness of 
victory and the heartbreak 
of failure. Athletes come 
from around the world to 
test their drive, skill and 
ambition. Some leave with 
medals, others leave with 
memories. 
The 2006 Winter Olympics 
will be in Torino, Italy with 
a backdrop of the breath-
taking Italian Alps. It is the 
perfect Olympic setting. 
Coverage begins on Friday, 
February 10th with the 
Opening Ceremonies. 
The move toward a winter 
version of the Olympics 
began in 1908 when figure 
skating made an appearance 
at the Summer Games in 
London. Ten-time world 
champion Ulrich Salchow 
of Sweden, who originated 
the backwards, one 
revolution jump that bears 
his name, and Madge Syers 
of Britain were the first 
singles champions. 
Germans Anna Hubler and 
Heinrich Berger won the 
pairs competition.
Organizers of the 1916 
Summer Games in Berlin 
planned to introduce a 
“Skiing Olympia,” featuring 
nordic events in the Black 
Forest, but the Games were 
cancelled after the outbreak 
of World War I in 1914.

WINTER OLYMPIC 
SPORTS

ON THE SNOW
Biathlon

Combined Downhill
Cross Country
Downhill

Freestyle Aerials
Giant Slalom

Nordic Combined
Slalom

Snowboarding
Ski Jumping
Super-G 
 

ON THE TRACK
Bobsleigh
Luge
Skeleton

ON THE RINK
Curling

Figure Skating
Ice Dancing
Ice Hockey
Speed Skating
Short Track

Martha’s Nautical News



Groundhog Day...
February 2nd brings the 
most-watched weather 
forecast of the year-and the 
only one led by a rodent. 
Legend has it that on this 
morning, if a groundhog can 
see its shadow, there will be 
six more weeks of winter, if 
it cannot then spring is on 
the way. 
Why the Groundhog? 
Since a groundhog (or 
woodchuck or "whistle pig") 
hibernates for the winter, its 
coming out of the ground is 
a natural sign of spring. In 
Europe centuries ago, 
people watched for other 
hibernating animals, 
including badgers, bears, and 
hedgehogs, as signs of 
winter's end. 
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Germans who immigrated to 
Pennsylvania in the mid-
1800s began keeping an eye 
on the groundhog. 
The widespread population 
of the rodent made it a 
handy agent for this 
particular weather 
superstition, and a 
superstition it is. But there's 
a grain of truth: the winter 
days when you can see your 
shadow clearly are often 
especially cold, because 
there are no clouds overhead 
to insulate the earth.

Why now? Early February 
is midway between the 
winter solstice and the 
spring equinox. 
Throughout history 
numerous holidays have 
marked this seasonal 
crossroads. Among these is 
Candlemas Day, February 
2, a Christian holiday that 
celebrates Mary's ritual 
purification. Early 
Christians believed that if 
the sun came out on 
Candlemas Day, winter 
would last for six weeks 
more. The ancient Romans 
observed a mid-season 
festival on Feb. 5, and the 
pagan Irish celebrated one 
around Feb. 1.

Shrove Tuesday...
One remembers Pancake 
Day from early childhood. 
A tradition that turned 
mothers nutritional schedule 
upside down, one that 
transformed math class into 
a picnic in school rooms. 
Though asked, there was 
little or no explanation for 
the inexplicable adult 
actions, and offered plates 
of pancakes brimming with 
butter and dripping with 
syrup, we didn't question 
the matter too closely. 
Shrove Tuesday (Fat 
Tuesday, Mardi Gras or 
fetter Dienstag) is the day 
before Ash Wednesday, the 
beginning of Lent. Since 
Lent is a time of abstinence, 
traditionally of meat, fat, 

eggs and dairy products, 
Shrove Tuesday's menu was 
designed to use up all the 
fat, eggs and dairy products 
left in the kitchen and 
storeroom. It is also a 'feast' 
to prepare for the time of 
'famine' in the desert. In 
some cultures, it is 
traditional to eat as much as 
possible on Shrove Tuesday, 
sometimes up to 12 times a 
day. The English term 
"shrovetide" (from "to 
shrive", or hear confessions) 
is explained by a sentence in 
the Anglo-Saxon 
Ecclesiastical Institutes, 
translated about A.D. 1000: 
"In the week immediately 
before Lent everyone shall 
go to his confessor and 

confess his deeds and the 
confessor shall so shrive 
him as he then may hear by 
his deeds what he is to do 
[in the way of penance]". 
In many traditions, Lent is 
a time for cleaning, in 
preparation for Easter and 
spring. First your soul, then 
your kitchen, then the rest 
of the house was cleansed 
and purified of the past 
year's accumulations. Old 
clothes are mended, and 
new clothes purchased at 
this time of year. In the 
Ukraine, houses were 
whitewashed inside and out 
during Lent. Traditions of 
'spring cleaning' stem from 
this religious observance. 



National Library Month...
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Library Lovers' Month is a month-long 
celebration of school, public, and private 
libraries of all types. This is a time for 
everyone, especially library support groups, 
to recognize the value of libraries and to 
work to assure that the Nation's libraries 
will continue to serve.

The Atwater Library and Computer Centre 
(ALCC), located in a 1920s heritage building 
in western downtown Montreal, is a 
community-oriented facility with a library, 
a multi-faceted computer centre, and an 
auditorium seating 100. ALCC was founded 
in 1828 as the Mechanics’ Institute of 
Montreal, and it is the oldest lending library 
in Canada. The building is a National 
Historic Site. Officially known as the 
Atwater Library of the Mechanics’ Institute 
of Montreal, ALCC is an independent 
facility open to all residents of Canada. 
Funding is primarily by private donations 
and internally-generated activities. ALCC is 
a registered charity.

My Library

It's only a room with shelves and books, 
but it's far more magical than it looks

It's a jet on which I soar 
to lands that exist no more.
Or a key with which I find 

answers to questions crowding my mind.
Building my habit of learning and growing, 
asking and researching till I reach knowing.
Here, I've been a mermaid and an elf 
I've even learned to be more myself.
I think that I shall never see 

a place that's been more useful to me.
With encouraging kind friends with wit 
Who tell me to dream big and never quit.
It's only a room with shelves and books, 
but it's far more magical than it looks.

The First Written Valentine...
Verbal and singing valentines began to be 
replaced by written missives in Europe in 
the 15th century. The 1st written valentine 
is attributed to the imprisoned Charles, 
Duke of Orleans, in 1415. He reportedly 
passed the time by writing romantic verses 
for his wife. By the 16th century, written 
valentines were commonplace. Early 
valentines were made by hand, using 
colored paper, watercolors and colored inks. 
These valentine styles, some still made 
today, included: Pinprick Valentines - made 
by pricking tiny holes in paper with a pin to 
resemble the look of lace, Cutout Valentines 
- lace-look cards made by folding paper 
several times and cutting out a lace design 
with small, sharp scissors, Acrostic 
Valentines - verses in which the first letters 
in the lines spelled out the beloved's name. 
Cards decorated with black and white 
pictures painted by factory workers began 

to be created in the early 1800s; by the end 
of the century, valentines were being made 
entirely by machine. Some theorize that 
printed cards began to take the place of 
letters, because they were an easy way for 
people to express their feelings in a time 
when direct expression of emotions was not 
fashionable. Manufactured cards, 
increasingly beautiful handmade Valentines 
were often small works of art, richly 
decorated with silk, satin or lace, flowers or 
feathers and even gold leaf. Many featured 
Cupid, the cherubic, be-winged son of 
Venus, and a natural Valentine's Day 
"mascot." Some of the more unusual 
valentines were created by lonely sailors 
during the Victorian era -- they used 
seashells of various sizes to create hearts, 
flowers and other designs or to cover heart 
shaped boxes. 



Martha’s On The Move in February...

Resident’s Meetings for February - Bring Your Suggestions

Shopping Trip to 
Burlington or Mapleview Malls

Tuesday February 7th for Seniors 
Day at the Bay. At 1:30 to 3:30 by taxi

Sign up at Reception by Monday 
February 6th by 6:00pm

NO Frills Grocery Shopping on 
February 8th and 

February 22nd
Meet the bus at the top of the driveway 
at 10:20am and leaving No Frills to 
return home at 11:45am.

Central Library  on Wednesday 
February 15th from 

10:00-11:00pm
Departing by taxi

Sign up at Reception by Tuesday 
February 14th by 6:00pm

Shoppers Drug Mart on Thursday  
February 23rd for Seniors Day.

From 9:45-11:45am by taxi

Sign up at Reception by Wednesday 
January 22nd by 6:00pm
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Resident’s Monthly Meeting

Thursday February 16th at 1:30pm

Resident’s Food Meeting

Friday February 24th at 1:30pm

Activity Questionnaire

Please complete your questionnaire 
and return to Pauline

Computer Classes will be back at Martha’s Landing 
with Verne and Nancie for the month of February. 

Receive FREE Hot Mail accounts so that you can email to 
all your family and friends. This class is for beginners who 
would like to receive a free Hot Mail account and learn to 
use the computer.

Please sign up with Pauline ASAP as space 
is limited.

February Happenings at Martha’s

Foot Care at Martha’s Landing

February 2nd from 10:30 to 12 and 1-4  

February 16th from 1-4

Sign up at Reception. 
Cost is $25.00



See page 16 for answersCrossword Puzzle - ‘Happy Valentine’
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See page 16 for answersWord Search - ‘Oh That Chocolate’
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See page 16 for answers Heart Quiz...
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ANSWER #1 - HEARTSICK



Martha’s Resident’s Page...
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Senior citizens are constantly being criticized for every conceivable deficiency of the modern 
world, real or imaginary. We know we take responsibility for all we have done and do not 
blame others. HOWEVER, upon reflection, we would like to point out that it was NOT the  
Senior citizens who took: 

The melody out of music, 
 The pride out of appearance, 
 The courtesy out of driving, 
 The romance out of love, 

 The commitment out of marriage, 
 The responsibility out of parenthood, 
 The togetherness out of the family, 
 The learning out of education, 
 The service out of patriotism, 
 The Golden Rule from rulers, 
 The nativity scene out of cities, 
 The civility out of behaviour, 
 The refinement out of language, 
 The dedication out of employment, 
 The prudence out of spending, 

 The ambition out of achievement, or, 
 God out of government and school. 

And we certainly are NOT the ones who eliminated patience and tolerance from personal 
relationships and interactions with others!!  And, we do understand the meaning of patriotism, 
and remember those who have fought and died for our country. Does anyone under the age 
of 50  know the lyrics to O' Canada. Just look at the Seniors with tears in their eyes and pride 
in their hearts as they stand at attention, on Remembrance Day and our Country's birthday .

YES, I'M A SENIOR CITIZEN! 

I'm the life of the party......  even if it lasts until 8 p.m.
I'm very good at opening childproof caps...  with a hammer. 

I'm usually interested in going home before I get to where I am going. 
I'm awake many hours before my body allows me to get up. 

I'm smiling all the time because I can't hear a thing you're saying. 
I'm very good at telling stories; over and over and over and over... 

I'm aware that other people's grandchildren are not nearly as cute as mine. 
I'm so cared for --- long term care, eye care, private care, dental care. 

I'm not really grouchy, I just don't like: traffic, waiting, crowds, lawyers, loud music, unruly 
kids, barking dogs, and a few other things. 

I'm sure everything I can't find is in a safe secure place, somewhere. 
I can't seem to remember right now.

I'm wrinkled, saggy, lumpy, and that's just my left leg.
I'm beginning to realize that aging is not for wimps. 

I'm sure they are making adults much younger these days, and when did they let kids become 
policemen?

I'm wondering, if you're only as old as you feel, how could I be alive at 150? 
And, how can my kids be older than I feel sometimes?

I'm a walking storeroom of facts.....  I've just lost the key to the storeroom door.



Feature Entertainment Bio - Gregory Cross
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This month we are 
featuring entertainer 
Gregory Cross.

Gregory Cross has appeared 
in Musicals, Theatre, 
Television and Opera across  
Canada and Great Britain. 

For five years he played the 
role of ‘Monsieur Firmin’ in 
the award winning Toronto 
production of ‘Phantom of 
the Opera.’ He has appeared 
on London’s West End in 
such shows as ‘Miss Saigon’

His television credits include 
‘Due South’, ‘Wind at my 
Back’, The Twilight Zone’ 
and a recurring role as
‘Ed Caruso’ (The Singing 
Telegram Man) on the 
children’s TV series  
‘Noddy.’

When not acting on 
stage and television 

or teaching singing at 
Sheridan College in 
Oakville, Gregory Cross 
performs concerts across 
the country with orchestras 
and choirs. His repertoire 
ranges from oratorios and 
operas… to the Best of 
Broadway!

Gregory has a Bachelor 
of Music in Voice 

Performance from the 
University of Toronto, is a 
past finalist in the Regional 
Metropolitan Opera 
Auditions and has taught 
singing at both The Royal 
Conservatory of Music and 
The Banff Centre of Fine 
Arts. He is currently a 
member of the Voice 
Faculty for the Sheridan 
College Music Theatre 
Program.

Gregory will bring Love 
Songs to Martha’s 

Landing on Friday 
February 10th at 1:30pm.

Be sure to circle this special 
event on your calendar so 
not to miss it. 

Friends and family welcome

March Ahead To Spring...

Sackville Hill Seniors 
Ukulele Band on 

Tuesday March 14th at 
2:00pm

The Minstrel Boys Irish 
Men’s Choir on 

Tuesday March 
28th at 7:00pm

Smile Theatre will be 
here to perform ’The 

Popcorn Princess’ on 
Monday March 20th at 
7:00pm 

Welcome Spring with 
Marie Gogo and 

Christopher Moore on 
Tuesday March 21st at 
1:30pm

In ‘The Merry Widow’

In ‘Jacob Two Two And 
The Hooded Fan’



Crews Pictures

Staff  Information
Staff Birthdays!
• Vicky Harding, February 2nd

• Kerrie Donnelly, February 7th

• Joey Duplessie, February 26th

All Aboard - Welcome New Staff !

• Jennifer Van Holten, Housekeeping
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That’s Amore...

Farewell, We Will Miss You!

• Danira Dzanko, Housekeeping

NOTE TO STAFF: 
Please submit your picture to Pauline so 
that it can be added to the Newsletter. 
All pictures will be returned. 
Thank you.

Tamra             Pauline            Jean                Cindy                Ken               Elsebeth           Hank              Margaret          Sharon          Rochelle

Patricia          Vicky         Charlene         Dee              Barb           Donna         Monika       Dragana         Steve          Joey          Kristina     Amanda

With Valentines we think of love
and of course that's Amore.

When the moon hits your eye like a big pizza 
pie

That's amore.

When an eel bites your hand and that's not 
what you planned
That's a moray.

When our habits are strange and our customs 
deranged

That's our mores.

Mandy          Brandi         Kerrie          Terry          Cynthia         Suzy             Jess          Jennifer   (please submit a picture to include if you wish)

When your horse munches straw and the 
bales total four

That's some more hay.

When Othello's poor wife, she gets stabbed 
with a knife

That's a Moor, eh?

When a Japanese knight used a sword in a 
fight

That's Sa...mur...ai.



Answers to Crossword, Word Search and Heart Quiz on pages 10, 11 and 12

Martha’s Landing
2109 Lakeshore Road
Burlington, Ontario
L7R 4Z4

Closing Thoughts - ‘Another Chance’

Phone: 905-637-7757
Fax: 905-333-2659
Email: marthaslanding@chartwellreit.ca

Martha’s Nautical News

How often we wish for another chance
to make a fresh beginning.

A chance to blot out our mistakes
And change failure into winning.

It does not take a new day
To make a brand new start,
It only takes a deep desire
To try with all our heart.
To live a little better

And to always be forgiving
And to add a little sunshine

To the world in which we're living.
So never give up in despair

And think that you are through,
For there's always a tomorrow
And the hope of starting new.


